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ABSTRACT: Metal organic frameworks (MOFs), a class of coordination polymers, gained popularity in the late 1990s with the
efforts of Omar Yaghi, Richard Robson, Susumu Kitagawa, and others. The intrinsic porosity of MOFs made them a clear platform
for gas storage and separation. Indeed, these applications have dominated the vast literature in MOF synthesis, characterization, and
applications. However, even in those early years, there were hints to more advanced applications in light-MOF interactions and
catalysis. This perspective focuses on the combination of both light−MOF interactions and catalysis: MOF artificial photosynthetic
assemblies. Light absorption, charge transport, H2O oxidation, and CO2 reduction have all been previously observed in MOFs;
however, work toward a fully MOF-based approach to artificial photosynthesis remains out of reach. Discussed here are the current
limitations with MOF-based approaches: diffusion through the framework, selectivity toward high value products, lack of integrated
studies, and stability. These topics provide a roadmap for the future development of fully integrated MOF-based assemblies for
artificial photosynthesis.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the greatest challenges facing the scientific community
today is the search for a sustainable, renewable energy source
to match increasing global energy demands. As research into
new forms of energy continues, nature can provide inspiration
for utilizing one of the most abundant renewable sources�
sunlight. Through photosynthesis, plants store solar energy in
chemical bonds, using abundant starting materials like H2O
and CO2. The stored energy can be accessed at any time,
providing a constant supply of energy despite the temporal
nature of sunlight. For this reason, photosynthesis is one of the
most promising avenues of utilizing solar energy on a large
scale. While plants have had eons to perfect the process,
attempts to artificially replicate photosynthesis still face great
challenges. Significant work has been done to address some of
these challenges, making artificial photosynthesis a large area of
research today.1,2

Photosynthesis requires a number of complex interactions
including the following: light absorption (at two spatially
separated photosystems); oxidation of water to oxygen and
protons; a complex electron transport chain through and
across the thylakoid membrane; and finally, transport of
NADPH outside the thylakoid membrane for the reduction of
carbon dioxide into carbohydrates for long-term energy
storage. Individually, light absorption, directed energy and
charge transport, and multielectron redox reactions can be
accomplished in the lab, but it remains challenging to combine
these functions into one assembly. Two prevailing examples of
integrated artificial photosynthetic assemblies are dye-sensi-
tized photoelectrochemical cells (DSPECs) pioneered by
Thomas Meyer and multijunction solid state approaches like
those of JCAP (Joint Center for Artificial Photosynthesis) and
NREL (National Renewable Energy Lab) (Figure 1).3,4

DSPECs are envisioned to utilize metal oxides (such as n-
TiO2 and p-NiO) coupled with molecular catalysts to drive
water oxidation and proton reduction.4 These hybrid systems
have progressed rapidly since their conception in 1999 and
now contain multiple molecular components to enhance both
catalysis and light absorption. On the other hand, approaches
by JCAP and NREL focus on multifunctional photoelectrodes,
such as a recent device utilizing a Rh-catalyst-modified TiO2
cathode and RuOx anode for direct water splitting with a 19%
solar-to-hydrogen efficiency.5 While both approaches have
been successful in harvesting solar energy and driving catalytic
reactions, knowledge gaps remain that prevent translation to
technology. Top limitations that exist in the field include: (1)
diffusion to and from catalytically active surfaces; (2) stability
to light, pH, and other working conditions; (3) selectivity and
efficiency toward complex, high-value products; and (4) the
need for integrated studies. As the field advances toward the
goal of large-scale solar energy production, these challenges
must be addressed for every approach.
A new platform for artificial photosynthesis has recently

emerged: metal organic frameworks (MOFs). MOFs are a class
of crystalline materials composed of inorganic ions or clusters
bridged by organic linkers to form highly porous structures in
one, two, or three dimensions. MOFs incorporate high levels of
tunability with stability in a variety of environments. Because
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MOFs are still relatively new, the MOF community has the
unique opportunity to explore MOF artificial photosynthetic
chemistry through the lens of the challenges not yet addressed
by previous artificial photosynthetic approaches. MOF
structures with all of the necessary functions for artificial
photosynthesis, including light harvesting, energy transfer,
electron and proton transport, and catalysis (Figure 1), can be
envisioned.6 We firmly believe MOFs can build on knowledge
gained by existing systems to create highly stable, molecular,
integrated artificial photosynthetic assemblies. Notwithstand-
ing, the fundamental knowledge gained through MOF
assemblies will continue to drive the broader field of artificial
photosynthesis forward.
Significant work has been done with MOFs driving one

aspect of artificial photosynthesis (e.g., water oxidation,7−14

carbon dioxide reduction,15−19 proton reduction20−22). In
addition to driving catalytic reactions, MOFs have been
investigated for light harvesting23−30 and charge trans-
port.31−35 Initial work demonstrated enhanced catalyst stability
and long-range energy transfer, which established MOFs as a
viable platform for artificial photosynthetic chemistry.6 Here,
we discuss the present fundamental challenges in the field of
MOF-based artificial photosynthesis. Topics include substrate
and product diffusion through frameworks, selectivity toward
high value products, the lack of integrated studies, and the
stability of MOFs under reaction conditions. While some
approaches to artificial photosynthesis focus on proton
reduction to hydrogen, the discussion presented here will
largely be limited to the conversion of carbon dioxide to other
carbon-based products. Additionally, there may be other
technical concerns regarding device fabrication or electronic
connections at interfaces, but they are beyond the scope of this
perspective.

2. THE STATE OF THE FIELD
Artificial photosynthesis, as defined herein, couples the
oxidation of water to the reduction of carbon dioxide.
Additionally, there is a spatial consideration to the
chemistry−specifically, for relevant chemistry the reduction
of CO2 should be spatially separated from the oxidation of
H2O. If the two half reactions occur at one particle, the oxygen
produced will likely quench any CO2 reduction activity. With
these constraints in mind, there are no examples of artificial
photosynthetic chemistry by a spatially separated MOF
assembly. That said, there is an elegant example of photo-
catalytic total water splitting, where the CO2 reduction
reaction is replaced with the reduction of protons to
hydrogen.36 We also note that there are examples of purely
electrochemical total water splitting by MOFs.37,38 While not
identical, many aspects of artificial photosynthesis can be
found in water splitting, and the recent demonstrations will
help set the groundwork for a full MOF artificial photo-
synthetic array.
For photocatalytic water splitting at spatial separated MOF-

components, Hu et al. integrated light-harvesting and catalysts-
containing MOF-nanosheets on either the interior or exterior
of a liposome vesicle (Figure 2).36 Water oxidation was carried
out in the hydrophilic interior of the vesicle by a Zr-based
framework with two bipyridine-linked functional components:
a ruthenium photosensitizer and an iridium-based catalyst.
Proton reduction occurred in the hydrophobic vesicle bilayer
using a Hf-based porphyrinic framework containing a mixture
of Zn and Pt porphyrins as photosensitizer and catalyst,
respectively. Two redox couples were used as an electron
transport chain, delivering electrons generated during water
oxidation to the catalytic porphyrin centers for hydrogen
reduction. The overall quantum yield was limited to 1.5%, due
to the slow rate of proton reduction (compared to water

Figure 1. Schematics for artificial photosynthetic assemblies showing DSPECs featuring a photosensitizer (PS), water oxidation catalyst (WOC),
and CO2 reduction catalyst (CRC) (a), multijunction semiconductors with catalytic nanoparticles (NP) (b), and a proposed all-MOF artificial
photosynthetic assembly (c). Figure created using VESTA visualization software.134
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oxidation) and charge transport across the membrane. This
example elicits further questions for the MOF field. Namely, is
it possible to create a complete MOF approach that
incorporates charge transport through a proton-conducting
MOF membrane, as opposed to the use of small molecule
mediators? Can limitations in charge and mass transport in
MOFs be eliminated? Can true artificial photosynthesis be
achieved through the coupling of H2O oxidation to CO2
reduction?

3. TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
The large internal surface area of MOFs is usually considered a
benefit over other heterogeneous catalytic systems. While
typical metal oxide based catalysts have surface areas of 100−
300 m2/g, MOFs have been reported to have surface areas as
high as 7800 m2/g, providing access and inclusion of
significantly more reaction sites.39,40 However, this potential
can only be realized if catalysis occurs throughout the
framework and not just on the exterior surface. As a result,
the diffusion of substrates and products through MOF pores is
a critical parameter to consider. Catalysis may occur in a
relatively dilute substrate environment (typically seen with
carbon dioxide reduction), or a highly concentrated one (water
oxidation), but in both cases the goal is to be limited by
catalytic turnover rather than diffusion processes.
3.1. Diffusion of Neutral Species. The reactions

occurring in artificial photosynthesis largely involve small
molecules as both substrates (CO2, H2O) and products (O2,
H2, CO, HCOOH, CH3OH, etc.). However, even for small
molecules, their reported mass transport diffusion coefficients
in MOFs are small compared to solution based values (10−9−
10−14 cm2/s in MOFs compared to 10−5 cm2/s in
solution).41,42 Mass transport in MOFs still appears to largely
follow Fickian diffusion models, and is directly related to the
relative size of the diffusing substrate and the MOF channel or
pore window. For molecules that are relatively small, diffusion
will occur throughout the framework and total penetration of
the substrate can occur. However, for large substrates, diffusion
throughout the framework is slow, and some large species
cannot penetrate into the interior of the framework.14 A good
approximation of reagent size restriction can be made from

basic geometric calculations that show that the maximum
radius of a sphere that can enter a MOF pore of specific
geometry (Table 1). This basic geometric calculation can be

useful when considering reagent choice for different MOFs.
For example, ceric ammonium nitrate (CAN) is a common
sacrificial oxidant used in water oxidation reactions; however,
its large size (∼5.65 Å radius) might limit diffusion into smaller
MOFs. Even considering the size of the relevant aqueous
species [Ce(OH2)6]2− (∼2.8 Å radius), diffusion into confined,
solvated MOF pores may be difficult. Indeed, when used with
UiO-67 (rmax = 2.90 Å), it appears that diffusion into the MOF
interior is virtually nonexistent and all catalytic activity is due
to surface bound catalysts.14 When the MOF linker is
expanded to accommodate larger substrates (rmax = 5.34 Å),
limited CAN diffusion can occur into the MOF interior.13 For
these calculations it is important to remember that geometric
constraints represent a theoretical maximum size for substrates
to enter. Diffusion into solvated MOFs is more difficult, and as
a result the actual maximum substrate size that can enter a
given pore is smaller.
One might assume then that the design of MOFs with larger

pore windows would be sufficient to overcome diffusion
barriers. However, even in larger UiO-type frameworks,

Figure 2. Illustration of photocatalytic water splitting by MOF-based
catalysts immobilized in a liposome vesicle with a hydrogen evolution
catalyst imbedded into the hydrophobic bilayer and the water
oxidation catalyst located in the hydrophilic interior. Reprinted with
permission from ref 36. Copyright 2021 Springer Nature.

Table 1. Geometric Calculations for the Radius of an
Inscribed Circle for Various Geometric Shapes Common in
MOFs
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diffusion of the CAN is on the order of 10−11 cm2/s, several
orders of magnitude lower than in solution.13 Studies on
diffusion through MOFs suggest that if the pore size is at least
4 times the size of the substrate, further pore size increases will
only marginally increase diffusion rates.44 Put simply, even in
large pore structures, substrates must diffuse through a
confined environment, which will often substantially differ
from diffusion through bulk solvent. Additionally, framework
topology will also have significant effects on the overall
diffusion rate, and maximum loading of substrates into the
MOF.45,46 Large, open channels running along a single axis
may promote faster diffusion and allow for larger substrates to
enter, but is generally less efficient at overall substrate loading
compared to 3D diffusion through smaller pores. This is
illustrated by confocal microscopy measurements of a
fluorescent dye into the pores of MOFs with different topology
(Figure 3).45 Although the calculated diffusion coefficient is

higher for the rod-like NU-1008 (Figure 3, bottom), the cubic
NU-600 (Figure 3, top) shows significantly more dye loading
at the same time points. Although NU-1008 contains a much
larger pore (diameter = 30), diffusion only occurs along a
single axis, and there is no diffusion between pores. In NU-600
(diameter = 19 Å), there is an intersecting network of pores,
which gives a lower diffusion coefficient, but higher loading of
substrate at the same time point. It may be possible to achieve
the best of both worlds by controlling the aspect ratio of rod-
like crystallites, but this often presents a new synthetic
challenge. Other factors, such as MOF-substrate interactions,
external surface barriers, and solvent structure may also have
dramatic effects on the rate of diffusion and framework
capacity.41,47,48

3.2. Ion and Proton Transport. Beyond concerns over
mass transport in MOFs, artificial photosynthesis relies heavily
on efficient charge transport (both electrons and protons) to
drive efficient redox reactions. In natural photosynthesis, this is
largely accomplished by a series of redox active quinones,
which accept electrons from excited chlorophyll and shuttle
protons generated in water oxidation to photosystem I for the
reduction of NADP+. The directed transport of protons and
electrons from light harvesting chlorophyll to NADPH is
critical for the reduction of carbon dioxide, which occurs in the
chloroplast. Similarly, in a MOF-based artificial photosynthetic
assembly, the light harvesting components are often spatially
separated from catalytic centers. Directed transport of protons

and electrons is critical for activation of interior catalytic sites
and highly selective and efficient catalysis.49

One approach to promoting proton transport in MOFs is
through the synthesis of charged frameworks, composed of
ionic nodes accompanied by charge balancing ions that
saturate the pores.50 As a result, extensive H-bond networks
between the incorporated counterions, MOF nodes, and protic
solvent form an efficient pathway for the proton-hopping (or
Grotthuss) mechanism of diffusion. Fe-CAT-5 for example
displays proton conductivity (5 × 10−2 S/cm) nearly as high as
the commercial standard of Nafion (10−1 S/cm).51 Composed
of Fe(C2O2)3 nodes and H6THO (THO6

− = triphenylene-
2,3,6,7,10,11-hexakis(olate)) linkers, Fe-CAT-5 is an inter-
penetrated framework, with each framework connected by a
bridging Fe2(SO4)2 cluster (Figure 4a). The nodes are charge

balanced by dimethylamine (DMA) ions in the pores, and
both DMA and sulfate ions contribute to the long-range H-
bonding network and high proton conductivity. Other charged
frameworks have demonstrated conductivity over a range of
relative humidity and temperatures, due to an extensive
hydrogen bond network between aqua ligands coordinated
to the MOF node.52

An alternative strategy to facilitate ionic diffusion is to
modify MOF ligands and/or nodes to improve protonic and
ionic conductivity over the parent framework.54−60 For
example, charged frameworks isostructural with HKUST-1
have been synthesized by replacing the oxygen atoms in the
paddle-wheel node with chloride ions. The Co analogue
[Co2Cl2(BTC)4/3](Me2NH2)2 demonstrates high proton
conductivity (5.93 × 10−4 S/cm) compared to the neutral
framework (1.5 × 10−5 S/cm).55,56 Other node modifications
involve the addition of proton carrier molecules such as
imidazole or sulfamate to MOF nodes, providing H-bonding
sites for structured solvent in the MOF pores.58,59 Similarly,
MOF linkers have be functionalized with −OH, −COOH,
−NH2, −SH, or −SO3H groups resulting in proton

Figure 3. Time resolved confocal microscopy of dye diffusion into
MOFs of different morphologies. While some frameworks may have
larger channels to promote diffusion in one direction (bottom),
overall loading can be limited since diffusion is limited to one
direction. Reprinted with permission from ref 45. Copyright 2021
American Chemical Society.

Figure 4. Examples of proton conductivity through a charged node in
Fe-CAT-5 (a) and linker modification of an insulating framework like
UiO-66 with −SO3H (pink spheres) groups (b). Reprinted with
permission from refs 51 and 53. Copyright 2015 American Chemical
Society.
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conductivities on the order of 10−3−10−1 S/cm (Figure
4b).53,57 Since proton conductivity is directly related to the
mobility of protons, functionalization with highly acidic
functional groups (such as sulfonic acid), which are more
fully dissociated, generally show increased conductivity over
weaker acids. Finally, MOF conductivity can be increased
through host−guest interactions by the incorporation of
proton carrier molecules into the MOF pores, rather than
bound to the ligand or node.61,62 These structures can achieve
high levels of conductivity (10−1 S/cm), but come at the trade-
off of lower porosity and available surface area, since the MOF
pore is loaded with the proton carriers.63

Similar to proton transport, movement of electrons and
counterions are critical for driving the redox reactions of water
oxidation. In redox reactions, these two processes are normally
described by the apparent diffusion coefficient (Dapp), but they
can be separated to better understand the limits of electro-
chemical charge transport in MOFs. Transport of electrons
between redox active centers isolated within a MOF is dictated
by a redox hopping mechanism, where electrons hop from
redox site to redox site across the framework.64 This process is
largely dictated by the distance between redox sites, and the
self-exchange rate of the organometallic complex. However,
studies on electron transport in MOFs suggest that the rate
limiting step is not the electron hopping rate (10−9−10−10

cm2/s), but rather the diffusion of the accompanying
counterion to maintain charge neutrality (10−11−10−14 cm2/
s).44,65 Counter ion diffusion rates can be improved by choice
of ion or, to an extent, increasing the pore size of the MOF. It
should be noted that these measurements only consider
transport of ions into the framework. At a steady state,
counterions are present within the MOF pores, and it is likely
that the limiting process will become the self-exchange rate of
the redox center used for catalysis.

4. SELECTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY
Ideal artificial photosynthetic catalysts need to be both highly
efficient for the desired reaction and selective toward a specific
product. In some cases, such as water oxidation, selectivity is
not generally an issue; however, this is not the case for carbon
dioxide reduction. Hydrogen evolution (0.00 V vs NHE, pH =
0)66 occurs readily under the conditions required for carbon
dioxide reduction. In addition to a lower energetic requirement
than some carbon dioxide reduction pathways (see Table 2),
hydrogen evolution is typically favored due to the relatively
low concentrations of dissolved carbon dioxide in acidic
aqueous solutions. Even when carbon dioxide reduction
occurs, the wide range of potential reduction pathways often
results in the formation of multiple products. One classic
example from outside the MOF field is the use of copper,

which has been shown to make over 16 different products
upon applied potential.67,68 As early as 2011, MOF-based
catalysts have been reported for carbon dioxide reduction by
incorporating known molecular catalysts into the linker
structure.14 Driven both photo- and electrochemically, there
are many examples of MOF-based carbon dioxide reduction,
producing a wide range of products including carbon
monoxide, formic acid, oxalic acid, ethanol, and methanol
(often with significant amounts of H2).

69−74

With selectivity as a major challenge in carbon dioxide
reduction, it is of benefit to target reduction products that have
high market value. While a full technoeconomic analysis of
carbon dioxide reduction is beyond the scope of this
perspective, it may be useful to consider the economic impact
of specific carbon dioxide reduction products when designing
selective catalysts (Figure 5). For example, although methane

has a high energy density per ton of carbon, the abundance of
methane from other sources, like natural gas, make its overall
value quite low for a primary product of carbon dioxide
reduction. On the other hand, formate, methanol, or other
commodity chemicals may offer smaller energy density per ton
of carbon, but have vastly higher market prices, making their
production from carbon dioxide reduction highly desired.75−77

While formate selective catalysts have been incorporated into
MOFs,78 methanol and other more complex reduction
products remain a challenge to produce. Design principles
learned from heterogeneous catalysts can be applied to new
MOF approaches to drive methanol production or C−C bond
formation. While not an exhaustive list, surface composition/
adsorbates and local concentration (of H+

, and CO) have been
identified as key properties in selecting the pathway for carbon
dioxide reduction to a specific product.79 Other approaches,
such as cascade catalysis, can also be employed to increase the
efficiency for more complex products.80 MOFs provide a
unique platform to significantly tune each property through
careful framework construction and catalyst incorporation,
which may lead to excellent, selective carbon dioxide reduction
catalysts.
One of the most significant steps in determining the product

of carbon dioxide reduction is the formation of adsorbed
species, particularly *CO onto the catalyst surface.75,79,81

Table 2. Potentials for Select CO2 Electrochemical
Reduction Products (vs SHE, pH = 0)66,71

2H+ + 2e− ⇋ H2(g) 0.00 V

CO2 (g) + 2H+ + 2e− ⇋ HCOOH(l) −0.25 V
CO2 (g) + 2H+ + 2e− ⇋ CO(g) + H2O(l) −0.11 V
CO2 (g) + 6H+ + 6e− ⇋ CH3OH(l) + H2O(l) +0.02 V
CO2 (g) + 8H+ + 8e− ⇋ CH4(g) + 2H2O(l) +0.17 V
2CO2 (g) + 2H+ + 2e− ⇋ H2C2O4(aq) −0.50 V
2CO2 (g) + 12H+ + 12e− ⇋ CH2CH2(g) + 4H2O(l) +0.06 V
2CO2 (g) + 12H+ + 12e− ⇋ CH3CH2OH(g) + 3H2O(l) +0.08 V

Figure 5. Comparison of market price and energy content of various
CO2 reduction products. Lines represent cost of energy from solar
energy installations as an average ($50/MWh) and record low ($20/
MWh). Reprinted with permission from ref 75. Copyright 2019
American Chemical Society.
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Bound CO can undergo further reduction to formate and
methanol or dimerize with other bound species to form
multicarbon products. In addition, selective adsorption of CO2
over H+ is the critical component for driving carbon dioxide
reduction over proton reduction. Experimental results done on
heterogeneous systems have already demonstrated advantages
of crystal face engineering, dopants, and heteroatoms for
binding specific intermediates and directing CO2 reduction to
a desired product.82 While surface chemistry at bulk
heterogeneous catalysts is not well understood, MOFs provide
the advantage of structurally resolved nodes to serve as
adsorption sites. These adsorption sites are uniform through-
out the structure and can be tuned to allow for multiple
binding sites within close proximity, crucial for achieving C2+
products. Furthermore, modification of MOF nodes through
organic capping agents or metallic substitutions has gained
significant interest recently.83−88 For example, addition of
triflate groups to Zr nodes has been shown to increase the
Lewis acidity of the MOF nodes, increasing the reactivity for
Lewis acid driven catalysis.89 MOF nodes can also be modified
through doping to create mixed metal nodes, or through
addition of single atom sites, which can tune the electron
density of the MOF node.88,90 It may be possible to tune the
binding affinity for *CO (and *H) on MOF nodes through
similar modification, resulting in improved selectivity.
In addition to adsorbates, local concentrations of key

reactants such as H+ and CO play a significant role in
determining product selectivity in carbon dioxide reduction.91

For example, in other heterogeneous catalysts, boosting the
local concentration of CO by combining a catalyst that is
highly active for CO production with a surface with favorable
CO binding and C−C bond formation has achieved great
success for the production of C2+ products.

79,81 Changing the
concentration of reagent by changing solvents (e.g., moving to
super critical CO2 instead of atmospheric concentrations) has
also been shown to change selectivity for heterogeneous CO2
reduction catalysts.92 Here, the small pores of MOFs provide a
unique platform for boosting local concentrations of key
reactants or intermediates that may change reactivity or
selectivity for a desired reaction. In fact, MOF-based catalysis
for acyl transfer has demonstrated increased reactivity when
loaded with a preconcentration of specific intermediates.93

Utilizing a similar approach may be the key to developing
MOF-based catalysts that are highly selective for a particular
CO2 reduction product.
In addition to better understanding the different reduction

pathways for CO2, a new approach to producing complex
reduction products has recently emerged. Commonly known
as multicatalysis, or cascade chemistry, this approach utilizes
multiple catalysts used in series, where multielectron reduction
can occur through coupled steps with a common intermedi-
ate.80 Carbon dioxide reduction is an excellent candidate for
cascade chemistry, since the straight reduction of carbon
dioxide to high value products involves multiple proton-
coupled electron transfer steps. Molecular examples of carbon
dioxide reduction cascade chemistry have been shown to
produce methanol with TON > 1.94,95 This approach is
especially suited for MOFs, which, due to their high
modularity, can incorporate multiple catalysts within close
proximity to one another. Recent examples of MOF-based
cascade chemistry have demonstrated the utility of this
technique producing catalysts with high selectivity and long-
term stability.96,97 In these examples, CO2 is first reduced to

formic acid by a molecular catalyst incorporated into the MOF
pores. The Lewis acidic Zr6 nodes then convert formic acid to
methyl formate before a second encapsulated catalyst is
responsible for the conversion of methyl formate to methanol.
In this way, the efficiency of each catalyst can be optimized
(somewhat) independently, likely leading to higher yield and
faster rates than a single-site approach. Not to be understated,
MOFs uniquely provide the opportunity to easily incorporate
catalysts into the linker, node, or pore to produce a material
with multiple, highly selective, catalysts that work together to
produce complex intermediates.
While most MOF-based approaches utilize known catalysts

for incorporation, MOFs offer the potential to move beyond
just heterogenization of molecular species. MOFs provide a
platform to create new motifs not possible in other
environments which may have enhanced catalytic properties.
Molecular catalysts often rely on sterically bulky chelating
ligands to prevent the formation of oligomers or metal oxide
clusters. However, metal centers incorporated into the MOF
structure are prevented from undergoing intermolecular
deactivation pathways without the addition of more chelating
ligands, opening up new species and reactivity that are
inaccessible in homogeneous catalysis.98 One example is the
discovery of a series of new MOF-based hydrogenation
catalysts, called MOF-Co.98 The series, composed of Zr6
nodes and bipyridine-derived linkers, contains coordinated
(bpy)Co(THF)2 catalysts active for the hydrogenation of a
range of olefins. In solution, (Me2bpy)Co(THF)2 undergoes
intermolecular ligand disproportionation to form Co(Me2bpy)2
and Co nanoparticles both inactive for hydrogenation (Figure
6). Incorporation of the Co catalyst into the MOF backbone
prevents this deactivation pathway and provides highly active
materials with no simple molecular analogue.

5. INTEGRATED STUDIES
The vast majority of work that contributes to the goal of
artificial photosynthesis is conducted on an isolated half-
reaction (carbon dioxide reduction, water oxidation, or proton
reduction). In a true artificial photosynthetic assembly,
observed kinetics could be limited by mass transport, proton
transport, or catalysis at any one of the active sites. Therefore,
to determine the impact of systematic catalyst modifications,
separation from the complete system is necessary. That said,
the separation and study of a catalyst under ideal conditions do

Figure 6. New MOF-based catalyst with extremely active Co sites
which dimerize in solution to form inactive species. Reprinted with
permission from 98. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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not guarantee that the chemistry will translate to the combined
approach. Combining multiple components with different rates
may result in unforeseen bottlenecks that cause local buildup
of H+, OH− or other intermediates, unexpected side reactions,
and/or photodegradation. Early examples of total MOF-driven
water splitting have highlighted this potential pitfall, where
careful tuning of the ratio of photosensitizers to catalysts was
necessary to maximize efficiency.36 The results mimic the
approach in natural photosynthesis, with high concentrations
of chromophores (or chlorophyll) relative to the catalytic
center (or chlorophyll special pair). Under these conditions
charge recombination at the special pair is minimized by
thousands of light harvesters working together. These
observations emphasize the need for integrated studies that
combine light absorption, water oxidation, and carbon dioxide
reduction. While combining all three components into a MOF
or combination of MOFs remains a substantial task, initial
steps can be made to remove sacrificial reagents and move
toward photoelectrochemical cells.
5.1. Sacrificial Reagents. When isolating an artificial

photosynthetic half-reaction, a source or sink of electrons is
still required. Thus, sacrificial electron acceptors or donors
(SEA/SED) are employed. Sacrificial reagents used in MOF-
based catalytic H2O oxidation or H+/CO2 reduction are
summarized in Table 3. As the name suggests, sacrificial

reagents are consumed continuously in the photocatalytic
reaction and are not regenerated. Thus, the reaction will be
limited by the amount of sacrificial reagent. Obviously, for
large scale applications this approach is unrealistic, but even
beyond concerns about sustainability, the use of sacrificial
reagents can complicate the reaction mechanism and obscure
how the catalyst may perform in a combined approach.
Additionally, sacrificial reagent choice can have a significant
impact on MOF stability.
Although MOFs can achieve a wide range of chemical and

thermal stability, many frameworks have a limited set of
conditions in which they are stable (vide inf ra).111,112

However, sacrificial reagents typically have specific working
conditions that may lead to poor stability of the framework or
dictate the specific MOF used. For instance, TEA (pKa 10.7)
and TEOA (pKa 7.9) will be primarily protonated when the

pH is lower than their stated pKa value. Their ability to serve as
efficient SEDs will be attenuated under such conditions.
Therefore, a high pH working environment is usually necessary
to achieve ideal performance of TEA and TEOA in CO2
reduction reactions. As a result, only MOFs stable to the
working conditions of the sacrificial reagent, in this case high
pH, are used for CO2 reduction. However, a fully integrated
system will get electrons from H2O oxidation and is not limited
to the pH range of a sacrificial reagent. In this way, use of
sacrificial reagents unnecessarily limits potential frameworks
for artificial photosynthesis.
In addition to imposing new limitations, sacrificial reagents

may complicate investigation of catalytic performance. In the
most egregious case, the sacrificial reagent may decompose
into the major product of the reaction, artificially boosting the
catalytic activity. Examples of S2O8

2− decomposing into O2 for
water oxidation or EDTA into oxalic and formic acid for CO2
reduction have been previously observed.113−115 Less dramat-
ically, consumed sacrificial reagents may form contaminants
like nanoparticles109 or dissolved species with catalytic
activity116 that complicate isolation of the performance of
the catalyst being studied. In fact, although sacrificial reagents
are added to simplify a redox reaction, there are still significant
questions about even the most common sacrificial reagents and
their role in the reaction. Recent studies on tertiary amines for
CO2 reduction propose no less than three direct roles for
TEOA in the reduction of CO2, significantly complicating any
observed catalytic performance.117,118 In fact, a recent report
on CO2 reduction by MOF-545 examined the role of TEOA
and found TEOA• to be the main reducing species instead of
the incorporated metalloporphyrin.119 In this case, formate
production by metalated MOF-545 was directly caused by the
sacrificial donor, rather than the previously proposed catalyst.
While sacrificial reagents may be necessary in fundamental
studies, new work should aim to move away from their use to
more closely resemble relevant device architectures. While the
combination of light sensitizer, oxidation, and reduction
catalyst in a MOF-based assembly is a monumental task,
moving away from sacrificial reagents toward a photo-
electrochemical approach is a more manageable step.
5.2. Photoelectrochemical Cells. Photoelectrochemical

cells (PECs) provide an excellent stepping stone from studying
half reactions to the final goal of a fully solar powered, artificial
photosynthetic array. In a PEC, two half reactions are
physically separated, and coupled by an external circuit. Ion
transport occurs between two electrodes in solution (or
through a membrane, e.g., Nafion) while electrons transfer
through the circuit. The reactions are driven by an applied
potential, often lower than normally required due to the
presence of a light absorber on the anode and/or cathode. For
large scale solar fuel production, PECs offer significant
potential since they allow for separation the anode and
cathode which provides safer operating conditions and ease of
product isolation.
Recently, PECs utilizing MOF-based materials for photo-

electrochemical water oxidation and carbon dioxide or proton
reduction have been reported.70,73,74,120,121 Most commonly,
MOF-based PECs are created with the addition of a
semiconductor as a photosensitizing layer. In this approach,
MOF particles are either deposited or directly grown from a
thin semiconductor layer deposited on an electrode. Examples
of MOF/semiconductor composite films like HKUST-1 grown
onto Cu2O have exhibited enhanced photocurrent density,

Table 3. Sacrificial Reagents Used for MOF-Based
Photocatalytic Reactions

Sacrificial Reagent
Catalytic
Reaction

Selected
Ref

TEOA (triethanolamine) CO2 reduction 17, 99
TEA (triethylamine) CO2 reduction 100
BNAH (1-benzyl-1,4-dimethyl-
2,2′-bipyridine)

CO2 reduction 99

SO3
2− CO2 reduction 101

MeOH (methanol) H2 evolution 102
Na2EDTA H2 evolution 103
Ascorbic acid/Ascorbate H2 evolution 21, 104
TEOA (triethanolamine) H2 evolution 105
TEA (triethylamine) H2 reduction 22,106
DMA (N,N′-dimethylaniline) H2 evolution 107, 108

Ag+ H2O oxidation 109
S2O8

2− H2O oxidation 110
CAN (ceric ammonium nitrate) H2O oxidation 14
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better charge mobility, and improved semiconductor stability
over the pure MOF or semiconductor film.122 Other materials,
such as Co2(bim)4 (where bim = benzimidazole) on BiVO4,
display similar enhancements for water oxidation.123 While
encouraging, the field of MOF/semiconductor films is still
relatively new, and significant improvement may be achievable
through precise film growth, morphology control, and
optimized charge transport between the MOF and semi-
conductor layers.

6. STABILITY
While MOFs as a whole exhibit a wide range of stability, most
MOF structures are stable only under specific conditions.
Take, for example, MOF-5 (or IRMOF-1) whose surface area
has been shown to decrease from 3800 m2/g to 570 m2/g
simply by exposure to humid environments.124,125 Artificial
photosynthetic chemistry must take place in an aqueous
environment, which effectively eliminates MOFs like MOF-5,
and other structures that are unstable in aqueous media. While
certain MOFs are more stable to the addition of water, like the
UiO series, they easily degrade at high pH or in the presence of
phosphate buffers.111 Clearly, understanding MOF degradation
pathways is crucial to developing materials with long-term
stability to the required catalytic conditions. Luckily,
fundamental principles such as hard−soft acid−base theory
can be used to predict node−ligand interactions. For example,
the instability of MOF-5 can be attributed to the relatively
weak metal-linker bond formed between a soft acid (Zn2+) and
a hard base (terephthalic acid).126 The same ligand, when
connected to a hard Zr4+ node, forms a highly chemically
stable MOF, UiO-66. Although MOFs contain a diverse
selection of nodes and linkers, degradation of MOFs can often
be understood through the strength of the metal−ligand bond.
When species are present in solution that bind more strongly
to the node than the organic linker, MOF degradation will
occur.126−128 It should also be noted that even strong metal−
ligand bonds are not static and all MOF structures, even
structures traditionally thought to be highly stable such as
UiO-66 and MIL-125, are in a constant state of dynamic
bonding, which may play a critical role in observed MOF
properties, specifically catalysis.43

Linker modifications can also significantly alter MOF
stability. Some structural modifications such as linker
elongation can result in drastically reduced stabilities due to
increased flexibility with linker length. For example, the
extended linker in UiO-67 shows decreased stability compared
to the smaller UiO-66.129 Further extending the linker to four
rings results in a framework that is not stable to solvent
removal.13 Other factors such as torsional distortion and linker
strain may further complicate the question of stability. Linker
modification with functional groups can result in modified
stability; for example, UiO-66-NO2 displays higher stability in
aqueous environments compared to native UiO-66.111 The
changes in stability from linker modification can be difficult to
predict. The electron withdrawing −NO2 group would not
conventionally suggest improved stability over native UiO-66.
It was hypothesized that the ligand modification resulted in
fewer structural defects (missing linker/missing node) and the
increased stability was a result of these properties. Taken
together, the ability to predict stability a priori is complex and
many factors need to be considered.
In photoelectrochemical approaches a new challenge,

namely the impact of applied potential on stability, is

introduced. Applying potentials sufficient to drive electro-
chemical reactivity may result in structural changes at MOF
nodes or redox active linkers. Many redox-active molecular
complexes undergo geometry changes during catalytic cycling.
For instance, tetrahedral CoII complexes can yield octahedral
compounds upon oxidation. When this occurs at an MOF
node, the geometry change may result in degradation or
transformation of the framework. As an example, HKUST-1
(Cu3(BTC)2, BTC = 1,3,5-benzene-tricarboxlic acid) was
thought to be active for CO2 reduction with comparable rates
of other molecular Cu-based catalysts. However, HKUST-1
shows irreversible electrochemistry and postcatalytic studies
with EXAFS, PXRD, and SEM suggest loss of MOF structure
and formation of Cu metal nanoparticles (Figure 7).130 Similar

degradation of a Co-based MOF, CoPIZA, which contains
trinuclear Co nodes connected by a cobalt containing
porphyrin linker, was observed upon reduction to the +1
oxidation state.34

In addition to framework stability, catalytically loaded MOFs
have other, unique stability concerns to consider. For loaded
MOF structures, catalytic leaching cannot be detected using
conventional MOF characterization techniques like powder X-
ray diffraction (PXRD). For example, Re(bpy)(CO)3X (where
bpy = 2,2′-bipyridine and X is a halide) is a known CO2
reduction catalyst that suffers from deactivation by photo-
dissociation of the Re moiety from the bipyridine group. When
Re(bpy)(CO)3X was incorporated into UiO-67, Wang et al.
observed catalytic activity for two catalytic cycles before no
additional product is detected.14 The loss of catalytic activity
was attributed to leaching of near 50% of the incorporated Re
catalyst, as observed by inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS). PXRD of the framework after
catalysis showed no sign of degradation, indicating that the
MOF structure was retained, while the molecular Re catalyst
dissociated from the MOF backbone.
Due to the complex nature of artificial photosynthesis, and

MOFs in general, there are many stability concerns to be
considered without a “one size fits all” solution. This is not to
say that MOFs are unstable, but rather it is critical to be
selective with framework choice for each environment and
application it will be used for. Few materials are infinitely
stable, but proper selection (or postsynthetic modifications and
additions) can dramatically improve MOF stability for a given
reaction. Additionally, careful consideration should be given to

Figure 7. AFM and SEM of an HKUST-1 modified electrode after an
applied potential. Arrows and degradation due to formation of Cu
nanoparticles. Adapted with permission from ref 130. Copyright 2007
American Chemical Society.
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the role of the metal node, particularly in redox reactions.
Utilizing the MOF node as a redox hopping center and as a
structural pillar often leads to instability due to geometry
changes during redox changes. Separating functions, structural
or chemical, may provide additional stability benefits.
Considering the intricacies of MOF stability, general

guidelines should be followed to confirm stability during
catalysis. While these guidelines may not be possible for every
MOF, they can be applied to most structures to gain a better
understanding of how MOFs compare to other catalytic
assemblies in terms of stability. The following should be
conducted pre- and post-catalysis:

1. Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD)
2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
3. ICP-MS, and/or 1H NMR
4. Surface Area Analysis
Perhaps the most important of all postcatalytic character-

ization is PXRD. Due to the highly crystalline nature of MOFs
and their characteristic diffraction peaks, PXRD is an excellent
tool to monitor structural changes before and after catalysis.
Diffraction patterns should show consistent peak positions and
relative peak intensities to provide support for long-range
structural stability during catalysis. If peak positions or relative
intensities change postcatalysis, further study should be done
to determine the identity and stability of the new MOF phase.
Although PXRD cannot be used to identify structural changes
that arise from amorphous material, it remains a powerful
technique to confirm the structural integrity of the MOF
throughout the catalytic process. Ideally, if the framework has
been previously synthesized (or is isostructural to a known
MOF), quantitative comparison of the experimental PXRD to
the unit cell of the predicted pattern should be done to confirm
exact structural identity. If available, temperature dependent
PXRD studies may be helpful to show crystallinity at desired
reaction temperatures. While bulk thermal stability can be
measured by thermogravimetric analysis, temperature depend-
ent PXRD may reveal structural changes at elevated temper-
atures. In some cases, these changes can occur before the
thermal decomposition temperature measured by TGA.131,132

These structural changes may be caused by loss of structured
solvent, gradual removal of linkers causing new defect sites, or
even changes in the MOF node.
While PXRD is a powerful way to look for structural changes

in the MOF, it can only examine the material left behind, so
any MOF that degraded into its molecular constituents (or
other byproducts) is not detected by this technique.
Combining PXRD with a visualization technique such as
SEM or TEM provides a better understanding of potential
postcatalytic degradation. Imaging techniques like SEM can
also be combined with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) to examine MOF composition and catalyst distribution.
One study which highlights the need for TEM/PXRD studies
is a paper by Shi et al., where a new MOF was synthesized, Cu-
X-bpy (X = halide), for light-driven hydrogen evolution.22

PXRD showed excellent crystallinity in a variety of solvents
and temperatures up to 250 °C, but further investigation with
TEM showed formation of Cu nanoparticles on the MOF
surface caused by photoreduction of the Cu nodes (Figure 8).
Even if the remaining material is crystalline by PXRD, it is clear
the framework partially degrades during catalysis. As a result, it
is difficult to unambiguously attribute catalytic properties to
the framework and not the nanoparticles that are formed.

To quantify catalyst leaching, composition studies can be
done by several different analytical techniques depending on
the framework and catalyst in question. ICP-MS, 1H NMR,
FT-IR, and diffuse reflectance are all analytical techniques that
can be used to identify potential changes in MOF composition
after catalysis. Careful consideration of the MOF should be
used when selecting a technique. Complete digestion of the
sample (in the case of ICP-MS, or 1H NMR) is critical to
ensure reproducible results and may require harsh reagents
such as HF for stable MOFs. Each technique can be used on
the MOF and the supernatant, where degradation products can
be identified. Some materials, such as UiO-66-NH2 have
previously been considered stable photocatalysts for carbon
dioxide reduction under basic conditions. However, after
filtering the reaction solution to remove MOF, ICP detects
small traces of leached zirconium (0.1−0.8%). When this
filtered solution is charged with carbon dioxide the dissolved
Zr can convert carbon dioxide to formate with a higher TON
than the solid MOF particles.116 In this case, it is difficult to
determine if the catalytic activity is due to the MOF or
dissolved Zr species formed as the MOF degrades.
Another characterization technique that may be useful for

determining catalytic stability is gas sorption measurements to
determine surface area. Surface area analysis can give valuable
insight into the structural integrity of the framework and can
be used as a direct measure of framework collapse. Internal
surface area and pore size distribution should be similar before
and after catalysis if the framework is stable under reaction
conditions. However, it is important to note that small changes
in conditions can result in a significant change in the observed
surface areas. Care should be taken that samples pre- and
postcatalysis are properly activated for direct comparison. For
new frameworks, computational methods can be used to model
expected surface areas. These calculations, although not exact,
should provide a good estimate of the internal surface area as
long as the structure follows BET theory.133 Additionally, it is
critically important to pair surface area measurements with
PXRD as structural changes as a result of gas sorption are
prevalent.
In addition to the techniques listed above, there are a

number of extremely powerful techniques that have recently

Figure 8. TEM images of Cu-X-bpy MOFs showing formation of
nanoparticles. Adapted with permission from ref 22. Copyright 2017,
John Wiley and Sons.
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been utilized to study MOF chemistry like EXAFS, XANES,
and difference-electron-density measurements among others.
Unfortunately, many of these powerful analyses require the use
of synchrotron facilities and cannot be performed as part of
routine analysis. Our recommendations here are not meant to
be an exhaustive list of MOF characterization techniques,
rather a set of standard measurements that can be achieved in
most academic laboratories. If other, more powerful techniques
are available they should most certainly be used.

7. CONCLUSION
Over the past several years, interest in MOFs for artificial
photosynthesis has grown significantly. The potential of
functional MOFs has been known, but recent advancements
in the field have brought MOF systems closer to realizing that
potential and have offered valuable insights critical to future
design. In this perspective, we have proposed four key areas for
further investigation: mass and charge transport, catalytic
selectivity, integrated studies, and stability.
Since their first use in catalytic reactions, two of the major

benefits of MOFs have been the permanent porosity and high
internal surface areas. However, due to the small pore sizes,
even in “large pore MOFs”, diffusion has been a significant
challenge in MOF-based reactions. While large diameter pores
may improve mass transport into the framework, diffusion
rates are still orders of magnitude slower than bulk solution
phase.44 Understanding the nature of structured solvent and
solvent−MOF interactions may be critical to better under-
standing confined diffusion within MOF pores. In addition to
mass transport, ion and proton diffusion is likely critical for
industrial applications, which may be driven (partially)
electrochemically and require directed transport of protons
from the anode to the cathode. Matching the rate of proton
transport with the rate of catalysis will be critical to avoid a
dramatic increase of local pH at catalytic sites.36

For an artificial photosynthetic array to be practically viable,
it must function as a catalyst that is selective for a specific and
desired product. Formate, methanol, and C2+ products are all
high-value chemicals that should be targeted in CO2
reduction.76 MOFs have significant potential to be highly
selective CO2 reduction catalysts, even for traditionally difficult
products. The repeating structures offer uniform, well-defined
reaction and absorption sites with significant opportunities for
tuning. Metal substitution, or functional group binding, can
drastically tune the adsorption energies of MOF nodes to be
highly selective for *CO over *H, a critical component for
CO2 reduction. Because MOFs offer multiple areas for catalyst
incorporation, multifunctional MOFs may be the key to
producing complex products. Incorporation of several catalysts
that can produce intermediates near other catalysts could offer
high levels of selectivity not possible in other heterogeneous
catalysts. Finally, capitalizing on unique 3D structure of
MOFs�node and linker�may lead to distinctive catalytic
performance not possible in simple molecular species.
Early work in MOF-based artificial photosynthesis has been

limited to a single component such as light absorption, H2O
oxidation, or CO2 reduction. However, the next frontier is
moving beyond from isolated half-reactions toward coupling
individual components in a full MOF approach. Some recent
examples of total water splitting in MOFs demonstrate
challenges that are not seen when studying half-reactions.36

In a half-reaction, experimental conditions are used so that the
reaction under investigation is the limiting step. In a fully

combined approach, however, the overall efficiency will be
limited by the slowest step. Mismatch in catalytic or diffusion
rates may lead to a buildup of intermediates and reduction in
overall efficiency. Additionally, while sacrificial reagents claim
to simplify the reaction, they may act in unintended ways to
complicate it. Moving toward PECs allows for the coupling of
MOF components into an integrated array to better under-
stand limitations of the MOF-based approach.37,38 That said,
PEC approaches introduce new challenges such as under-
standing MOF film growth, morphology, and charge transport
across interfaces between MOFs and supports.
Finally, as the complexity of the framework increases, so

does the range of characterization that should be applied to the
active material to fully understand the mechanisms taking place
and the limitations of new materials. X-ray diffraction alone
cannot determine the stability of a catalyst loaded framework.
Other techniques such as SEM, ICP/1H NMR, and surface
area analysis should be done pre- and postcatalysis (when
possible) to confirm the stability of the material, and also to
rule out inflated activity due to catalytic leaching, or formation
of other active species.116 Deep understanding of MOF
stability during catalysis is critical for developing artificial
photosynthetic arrays with an eye toward translation to
technology. MOFs are a still relatively new class of materials,
and early work has shown significant promise for complex
applications such as artificial photosynthesis. Tackling the
challenges outlined above will be key to advancing closer to a
fully integrated MOF-based artificial photosynthetic assembly.
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